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Abstract—Introduction of information and communication technologies in the educational process has resulted in the emergence of innovative teaching techniques, new software and technologies. One of the effective means of distance learning is mass open online courses (MOOC). The purpose of the article is to analyze the possibilities provided by the Ukrainian online platform of the Open University of Maidan (OUM), and to compare it with other Ukrainian platforms (Prometheus, EdEra) according to certain criteria. The article reveals the main advantages and disadvantages of using MOOC both for self-development and in the educational process at higher education institutions. It has been found that MOOC provide lifelong learning and implement the principles of mass involvement and openness. They also offer free online courses and generate a certificate after their successful completion. We have identified some problematic issues which cover the imperfect system of practical tasks, the need to increase users’ motivation, the language aspect, etc. The OUM online platform is primarily intended to provide civic education for community representatives and other users. We analyzed the thematic areas of the online platform and characterized them. The courses on this platform are mainly focused on the adult audience. They increase personal, communicative and civic efficiency, develop social entrepreneurship and understanding of the global content. Also, they ensure effective interaction with the authorities. During the content analysis we found that the OUM platform has specific features. In particular, it is the ability to form and graphically represent the individual educational trajectory; the platform contains exclusively Ukrainian-language content and provides an opportunity to be informed about the course progress via email. We dwelt on the possibilities of using MOOC by students, teachers and all those who are interested in self-study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today we are witnessing a radical transformation in the content of higher education. This process is determined by the socio-economic changes, introduction of a competency-based approach into educational activities, widespread integration of information and communication technologies (ICT). Under these conditions, the Ukrainian scientific and educational community is making great strides towards building an economically developed and democratic state, as well as towards training active and socially developed professionals. The same can be said about the initiatives which the state authorities are undertaking in order to give more autonomy to higher education institutions, to provide modernization of the higher education system and to follow the world and European standards [1].

Owing to the development of the Internet, mobile technologies, hardware and software, the concept of open education is now being successfully implemented. It means creating a single educational environment based on distance technologies to ensure lifelong learning. In order to achieve this aim, e-books on various subjects are widely used in secondary schools within the state program “The New Ukrainian School” [2]. In higher school, e-learning is carried out by means of various technologies, namely: distance learning systems [3], webinars, and various educational e-resources. Modern technologies allow creating cloud-oriented educational environment at universities [4]. This educational environment provides the use of media, learning materials, as well as creation of principally new forms of learning and teaching.

Today, the role of extracurricular training provided for future professionals is becoming more important. Also, there is an urgent need for continuous self-development and lifelong learning aimed at improving competitiveness and self-development. Therefore, we can observe increased attention to distance learning, especially to mass open online courses (MOOC). This issue is especially relevant due to the spread of COVID-19 and introduction of quarantine regulations in secondary and higher education institutions on the territory of Ukraine [5].

Mass open online courses can be seen as the next step in the development of distance learning systems [6]. The two systems have similar possibilities together with separate differences [7]. MOOC are dynamic, they are characterized by constant increase in the amount of online courses, variety of topics, and wide use in different countries [8]. The developers of mass open online courses create educational content and provide principles of education openness for those who are interested, regardless of their status and financial possibilities.

In higher education institutions of Ukraine MOOC are used to train future specialists both in the Humanities [9] and sciences [10]. In 2014, alongside with existing English-language online platforms such as Edx and Coursera [11], we could see the emergence of Ukrainian-language online courses such as Prometheus [12] and EdEra. The authors have published a number of research works on the
possibilities and content of the above Ukrainian-language online platforms.

One of the well-known online platforms, which are actively developing on the territory of Ukraine, is the Open University of Maidan (OUM). Despite the fact that the OUM appeared in 2016, it is being actively filled with new courses and it demonstrates specific features which make it different from other similar platforms. The research study [13] presented the information on the possibility of the OUM use for IT-specialists training.

The specific content of the OUM courses, which are mostly aimed at providing the Ukrainian-language audience with civic education, will be useful for members of non-governmental organizations, communities, and small businesses. Unfortunately, there are no sufficient research studies which could describe educational possibilities and advantages of this online platform as it is relatively new.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Advantages of MOOC

Informatization of education involves introduction of ICT in the educational process, so the educational environment is filled with information technologies, digital gadgets, and various software products. The process of education informatization has led to the emergence of innovative teaching techniques and technological solutions for educational activities [14]; it has expanded the boundaries of communication and interaction based on a single educational environment.

One of the modern forms of e-learning is mass open online courses (MOOC) which are successfully used in course of university education. Also, they are used to improve teaching skills, for self-development, lifelong learning, etc. The analysis of the research works which are devoted to this phenomenon let us identify the following advantages of the MOOC [7], [15], [16]:

- Implementation of the ideas of humanism through educational practices, education internationalization, cooperation of educational institutions and organizations in different countries while developing online courses on various platforms;
- Ensuring the principles of mass, free, international and open education;
- Non-linear type of interaction between e-learning participants when knowledge is acquired through multimedia or in group communication;
- Open registration on the online platform or the course required;
- An opportunity to use MOOC for professional development through the improvement of the already acquired competencies or the development of new ones. This process takes place on the job at a user-friendly time;
- No restrictions (social, gender, age, etc.) to gain access to any courses;
- High flexibility in taking an online course which gives a possibility to study the information in an individual mode and to form the individual educational trajectory.

B. Limitations of MOOC

Like any other pedagogical system, mass open online courses have certain limitations in their use. First, they often lack practical tasks which are often imperfect. Second, it may be difficult to check the non-formalized tasks that cannot be reduced to tests [17]. Also, there is lack of face-to-face communication between the course participants and their developers/teachers [9]. In addition, some participants demonstrate a low level of motivation and self-control while taking an online course. Thus, the percentage of online courses that were fully completed is quite low (up to 10%) [18]. Finally, the loss of interest to complete the course can be explained by the inconsistencies in the content of the course and its purpose, or by unclear or too difficult control questions, etc.

A problematic issue of online courses is the language aspect. For example, for the Ukrainian-speaking audience, taking English-language online courses on well-known foreign platforms is a rather complex process [19]. The emergence of Ukrainian-language online platforms has been a successful attempt to create a quality educational environment for Ukrainian-speaking audience. In this way, we managed to remove the language barrier, to increase the number of target audience, to promote the concept of open online education, and to create quality educational content. In addition, the interaction of Ukrainian MOOC with foreign partners provided an opportunity to integrate into the global educational space, to make online courses more interesting and of high quality.

III. METHODOLOGY

The given research is based on the analysis of the functional possibilities of the Ukrainian-language platforms according to the chosen criteria. The choice of MOOC for the comparative analysis was based on their popularity among the Ukrainians and on our own practical experience. The realization of this task meant the performance of the following stages:

- Registration on the three platforms (EdEra, Prometheus, OUM) which were chosen for the further analysis;
- Acquaintance with the thematic areas of online courses on each of the online platforms;
- Registration for courses in various thematic areas, their full completion and obtaining a certificate. The authors completed successfully more than 30 online courses on each platform (EdEra – 39, OUM – 48, Prometheus – 112 courses), and they got certificates;
- Formation of a list of criteria that can be used for the comparative analysis of the Ukrainian-language online platforms.

The method of the content-analysis was used to evaluate the content of online courses on various topics, the ways to control educational achievements, the means to form the individual educational trajectory within the OUM platform. Currently, the platform has 70 online courses, of which 48 courses (68.6%) were completed by the authors.
IV. Results

Today, the most popular Ukrainian MOOC platforms are the Prometeus [14], Edera, and OUM where online courses on various topics are actively developed and a possibility for self-improvement is provided for free. Common and distinctive features of these platforms are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Characteristics of the Prometeus, Edera, OUM Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criterion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration through Google or Facebook accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of the content in Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of paid content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free training courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlimited number of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic course search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The material is combined with control tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The certificate has a date of issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The certificate has a number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display of courses in the form of a rubricator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical representation of the course progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The certificate is generated immediately after the course completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificates are downloaded to the personal account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing about new courses through a digest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing about the course progress via email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of hours is specified on the certificate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see from Table I, the common characteristics for all the above MOOC are the availability of the content in Ukrainian, free online courses, unlimited number of students, automatic certificate generation in the users’ personal accounts, certificates with the date of issue, and users’ informing about new courses.

In our research, we will focus on the description of the structure and main educational possibilities of the OUM platform which was created in 2016. Its main goal is the development of civil society in Ukraine. This resource differs from other online platforms in such features: it forms the students’ educational trajectory in an original way, it generates a certificate immediately after the successful completion of the course, and it informs participants about the course progress via email. It is worth noting that the age and number of students are not limited on the OUM online platform. They can be children, students, and the elderly who are interested in lifelong learning.

The advantage of the OUM online platform is the availability of a unique number on the certificate reflecting the number of hours spent on watching the video content; it is a kind of identity indicating that the course belongs to the platform. The users who take the online course always have an opportunity to view its content, get acquainted with the teachers, as well as to navigate among the number of tests and video lectures. This information allows users to manage their time properly and to complete the course successfully.

After registering on the resource, the users enter their own account that displays a list of selected courses and the personal activity. An original way to display the individual educational trajectory is a course diagram which provides the users with an opportunity to view all the courses on the site, as well as to monitor their own activity in different areas.

All the courses on the OUM online platform are divided into six areas (Fig. 1):

1. **Personal efficiency**
   - Encourages the user to achieve personal goals, work for self-improvement and self-realization. The courses in this area provide information about the types of thinking (strategic, critical, and creative) and explain the importance of lifelong learning. During video lectures the developers help users to set their goals correctly, give recommendations as for their implementation, development of life plans, solution of problematic issues, etc.

2. **Communicative efficiency**
   - Deals with the interaction of people in society. Here, users can learn about some general principles of tolerant attitude to people, politeness, mutual understanding and assistance, ethical norms of behavior in society. In this thematic area the developers explain how to manage society, what methods and techniques can be used to build a good reputation and gain respect among others. Much attention is paid to issues of media literacy. General concepts of true and fake information, media, etc. are explained. It should be noted that this area is
one of the most popular because media literacy helps to quickly exchange important information, distinguish it from false information, and to be able to search for it in various sources.

The area of “Social enterprise” helps you to learn about the changes taking place in the economy. When users choose this area they have an opportunity to understand the market economy, its structure and development trends. Also, they learn how to understand management. In the sub-areas on finance, the course developers report on the ways how to raise funds and thus, they teach how to calculate costs correctly, and so on. The courses in this area contain practical tasks where calculations and work with numbers are done. In addition to dealing with the formulas and rules of economic calculations, users can learn about the content and rules of providing information in order to get necessary funding, or register a project, etc.

In the area of “Formation and development of communities”, developers draw users’ attention to the social order and development. This area is one of the most detailed, as it covers a large number of problematic issues. It addresses issues of teamwork and leadership, community organization, self-government, use of shared public resources, economic development of the community, social communications (social marketing, social capital), etc. Also, in this section a large number of courses are devoted to parenting. Developers are concerned about this issue, because at the moment in Ukraine there are a large number of fraudsters who take away housing from people. Most of these people have children, so the developers are trying to explain the problem and to protect people from mistakes. During the video lectures the issues of family budget organization, loan application, etc. are discussed. This reduces the risk of falling into the hands of fraudsters.

The area of “Cooperation with the authorities” deals with legal and law support of the population. This area explains the key issues of advocacy, lobbying, harassment, discrimination, and so on. This information will help users in case they get into similar situations, so they will know who to ask for help. This area also provides information on the human rights in society, human rights to healthcare, fight against corruption, legal system in Europe, etc. In course of training, users have an opportunity to find answers to the questions related to cooperation with the authorities, and if necessary, they will be able to defend their rights in compliance with applicable law.

The direction of “Understanding the global context” will help users to better interact with society both in Ukraine and abroad, to understand that the country and society are in constant development and interaction. The courses in this area provide acquaintance with cultures of different countries; they tell about their development, traditions, and heritage. Also, this area gives general understanding of the human rights provided by the Constitution of Ukraine. In such a way, people can understand the principles of sustainable development. The developers are trying to explain the principles which help to create public structures, to manage them, and to cooperate with other states.

If a user has chosen a certain area and wants to see the list of online courses only by this direction, then you need to click on the moving window "Courses", and then on the button "Course Rubricator". Here you can view the courses under different headings, and choose the ones you need for further study.

It is necessary to say that on the OUM platform some courses are repeated in different areas. What is more, all the courses are interconnected. Thus, in the first area there are four sub-areas containing 31 online courses. The second area contains 16 online courses. There are 35 online courses in the third area of “Social Enterprise”. The area of “Understanding the global context” contains five sub-areas with total of 66 online courses. The fifth area of “Cooperation with the authorities” gives users an opportunity to take 38 courses, and the area of “Formation and development of communities” contains 56 online courses in six sub-areas (Table II).

At the same time, the developer’s website states that the total number of courses is only 71 courses as of December 2020. Accordingly, we observe repeated online courses in the sub-areas. The latter is explained by the specifics of getting civic competencies.

We emphasize the fact that on the OUM platform all areas are interconnected and they cannot exist separately. If you choose courses from different areas, you can follow in the personal account how the individual training web is distributed. Each successfully completed course testifies to the improvement of user competencies. For example, the course “School of the Conscious Citizen” is designed to carefully familiarize oneself with the basic characteristics of the citizen. However, in order to master the program and obtain a certificate, you must take another 10 courses: “Introduction to critical thinking”, “Constitution of Ukraine: the citizen’s ABC”, “Integral dynamics”, “Public control”, “Effective management of common property through a condominium association (OSBB)”, “Who is who? Psychological age of people and communities”, “Creative activism”, etc. These courses can be taken in any order.

The above features are considered to be the advantages of this platform. Also, they make it different from other Ukrainian platforms.

On the OUM platform, the course navigation is quite convenient, so users can find some popular courses or those ones for which registration has been announced, but they are still at the stage of development. Such courses allow you to systematically move towards self-education, gradually performing the current tasks as they are loaded into the system. The automatic course search allows you to highlight all the courses on the screen that the user can subscribe to.

You can greatly simplify the search for the desired online

---

**Table II: The Quantitative Analysis of Online Courses on the OUM Platform**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the thematic area</th>
<th>Number of sub-areas</th>
<th>Number of courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal efficiency</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative efficiency</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social enterprise</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation and development of communities</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation with the authorities</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the global context</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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course by using the tag field. When you click on a specific tag, the system immediately redirects a user to the courses with a similar tag. As a result, you can quickly add the required courses to your own account, and then you can take the course and get a certificate.

Before registering for a specific course, you can learn more about its purpose and content using the link "Details". Each course offers a general description, purpose and aims, information about the developers. Below there is a list of similar courses that you can take later. The name of each course is presented in the form of a hyperlink, which facilitates users’ search and saves their time. Also, there are comments and ratings of the users who have already completed this course. That is, users are given an opportunity to express their own impressions of the course. Through this feedback, developers can understand what shortcomings need to be worked on, what has to be corrected, which tasks are difficult, which ones need to be improved or replaced, and so on.

The user can immediately subscribe to the selected course using the "Subscribe to the course" button or add it to favourites. By adding a certain course to the user account, you can view information about the duration of the course, the number of video lectures and blocks. You can get acquainted with the tasks and purpose of the course. The information on the number of users who have completed the course and received a certificate is also useful.

The popularity of certain courses among users can be explained by the following criteria:

- Relevance of the issues reflected in the courses, the possibility of their presentation with the help of video lectures;
- The possibility to complete test tasks to achieve learning outcomes and to obtain a certificate;
- Interesting presentation of the lecturer's opinion;
- Partnership between the platform developers and online courses developers;
- Number of subcategories in the rubricator according to the chosen course;
- Educational content which is displayed as an online course.

While taking a course you can communicate with other students and teachers. Sometimes such communication is needed to perform practical tasks and load them into the system. However, most of the courses are set up to watch videos and listen to lectures followed by test assignments.

After the successful completion of the course a certificate will be generated in the automatic mode on the official form of the OUM platform. The certificate has a unique number; it contains the course name, the name of the lecturer or organization that is the developer of the course. An interesting feature of the certificate is that it specifies the number of hours spent by the student to watch video lectures, and it shows the real time required to study this course.

After taking a certain number of courses on the OUM online platform, you can follow your own educational trajectory. It is worth noting that educational dynamics is increasing towards the area where the largest number of online courses has been taken. Accordingly, the electronic web of a particular user (his/her individual educational trajectory) can change. For example, Fig. 2 shows the state of the individual educational trajectory of a novice user (a) and an experienced user (b) when they have completed a certain number of courses. In the first case, the user took only 6 courses (8.6%), in the other – 48 courses, which is 68.6% of the total number of courses on the platform:

![a) the beginning of training b) the end of training](image)

Of course, users can continue to take online courses according to their educational needs. In this case, the educational web will increase.

In our opinion, the weaknesses of the OUM platform are as follows:

- After adding a course to the personal account you cannot unsubscribe from it;
- Also, in our opinion, it is wrong from the developers’ point of view to deprive the users of a chance to complete a course in case they fail three attempts to pass a test. There are some positive shifts in this direction, though. After failing three attempts, you can write to the developers and get additional attempts.
- Sometimes, after adding courses of a certain area to the personal account, it is possible to take them only in a certain sequence. And if the previous course has not been taken, the user is not able to take other courses.

Despite these shortcomings, which are also features of the platform, each user has an opportunity to build his/her training web and develop all the necessary competencies.

V. DISCUSSION

In our opinion, using online courses on the OUM platform and other MOOC is appropriate in several cases:

1) Anyone can use the OUM online platform in course of self-education, as the courses offer high-quality Ukrainian-language content. They allow users to form civic and social competencies. The users will be able to learn a lot of new things; they will be aware of certain legislative documents, the rules of conduct in communities and so on. However, it should be understood that the thematic areas of the courses are not related to school subjects. Most likely, these courses are important for adults, because they deal with communication, entrepreneurship, global context, economics, business and government.

2) From the students’ point of view, the optimal form of
using MOOC in an educational institution is a combination of distance learning with the work in the classroom [20]. In this way students master the basic educational content in class, whereas some topics are studied online.

3) MOOC is a very useful electronic resource for teachers and lecturers. They contain a variety of educational material; they allow you to be aware of current achievements, and they can help to create your own training courses.

One of the problematic issues which require solution is the motivation decline while taking an online course. The reasons might be different: low-quality content, uninteresting topics of the online course, problems with the course display image on a mobile device, unstable Internet. In order to boost motivation for taking MOOC, we can offer several options: with the help of students; with the help of a teacher; with the platform specific features, etc.

As for users/students, their motivation boosters are professional identity, excitement of learning something new, future profits [21], development of the latest competencies and personal qualities [8]. The OUM online platform is quite interesting from the perspective of personal achievements representation while taking a course. In comparison with other Ukrainian-language platforms, such as Prometheus and EdEra, it provides users with educational web which expands after the course has been completed. It may increase interest to complete the current online course and to register for new courses.

In case of mixed learning, it is possible to provide motivation with the help of a teacher [9]. In this case, a teacher acts as a mentor who helps to find the proper online course. The research [22] proves the efficiency of teachers and students’ common activity while taking an online course. Besides, the research [23] proves usefulness of certain attitudes and instructions that increase the self-regulation level and that are given to users while they are taking an online course.

The efficient mechanism for the motivation increase is recognizing the results of non-formal learning within the boundaries of the higher education institution autonomy. In this case, we should motivate students to obtain certificates proving the successful completion of courses by giving them additional points/grades in certain subjects where similar topics are studied.

It is also possible to increase the effect of MOOC in course of learning with the help of group work. Usually, taking an online course involves an objectivist-individual approach [18] which means students’ individual work during their self-study work. The research [24] states that users lose interest to online learning without having a possibility to communicate with other users who are also taking this course. Creating an online community which is using the same online course to master a certain learning topic or a subject will provide mutual activity and communication between the participants of the educational process [7]. The above tendency is also characteristic of teachers [25] who can get better prepared for using distance learning technologies in the educational process with the help of group work.

VI. CONCLUSION

Thus, distance learning is now actively realized in higher education and in lifelong learning. MOOC, which is one of the effective means of implementing distance learning, offers users a variety of courses, including free ones. The pedagogical expediency of using mass open online courses is beyond question in case students demonstrate a high level of motivation and self-control, and in case they are eager to acquire new knowledge, improve or form all the necessary competencies. In this case, the formation of the individual educational trajectory, the development and self-development of the individual are sure to happen.

One of the well-known Ukrainian MOOC platforms is the OUM which hosts courses for public and civic education. The comparison of this online platform with other Ukrainian MOOC (Prometheus, Edera) showed that they have the same characteristics (the content in Ukrainian, free courses, automatic certificate generation, information on new courses through a digest, etc.).

The OUM platform provides a possibility to form the individual educational trajectory which is displayed in the form of an educational web. Working in one thematic area, the participants of courses can gradually move to another area and take a certain number of courses on another subject. Accordingly, the web will expand in relation to successfully completed online courses.

Most courses on this platform are developed for adult audience; they are based on watching videos and taking test blocks which consist of test assignments.
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